WEEKLY UPDATE FOR Freddy DATE: 5-16-14

THINGS MY DOG IS LEARNING: To stay & to come when called

& Eye Contact

THINGS MY DOG LIKES TO DO: Chase chipmunks, do Tricks & to do Tricks for treats

THINGS MY DOG IS AFRAID OF: Spray Bottle (water bottle)

THINGS MY DOG DOESN'T LIKE: Spray Bottle (water bottle)

DOG'S FAVORITE TOY(S)/GAMES: Treats for Tricks

DOG'S FAVORITE TREATS/REWARDS: Kibbles & Bits

THINGS I'M WORKING ON TEACHING MY DOG: To stay & to come when called

AMOUNT OF FOOD FED EACH MEAL 2 cups WHAT TIMES? 5AM & 4:30PM

ANY CONCERNS OR ACCOMPLISHMENTS? Concern Too focused on Chipmunks & Tricks - Accomplishments Freddie is staying when told & coming when called

ANYTHING YOU FEEL THE RESCUE GROUP WOULD LIKE TO KNOW OR SHOULD KNOW ABOUT YOUR DOG: HE'S Freddie & that what you see is what you get, the perfect pet with swagger.
THINGS MY DOG IS LEARNING: To stay off. Asher is behaving well.

Oliver learned not to pull, but he has a way to go. Needs harness for back.

THINGS MY DOG LIKES TO DO: He likes to eat rawhide.

Rawhide bones. Likes to run and play.

THINGS MY DOG IS AFRAID OF: Just loud noises. Freddy

THINGS MY DOG DOESN'T LIKE: Mat having rawhide bone to chew on.

DOG'S FAVORITE TOY(S)/GAMES: Favorite toy is squeaky Kong & baseball hat to chew on.

DOG'S FAVORITE TREATS/REWARDS: Favorite treat is rawhide. Anything Oliver loves rawhide bone too.

THINGS I'M WORKING ON TEACHING MY DOG: To stay off of people.

To mat even jump on anyone.

Teaching Oliver to relay & stop pulling.

AMOUNT OF FOOD FED EACH MEAL 2 1/2 cups WHAT TIMES? 6:30/5:00

ANY CONCERNS OR ACCOMPLISHMENTS? Asher is learning to stay down has great temperament will be a good dog to adopt out to adult & grown kids.

ANYTHING YOU FEEL THE RESCUE GROUP WOULD LIKE TO KNOW OR SHOULD KNOW ABOUT YOUR DOG: He's really a great guy all around and bring joy to anyone interested.
WEEKLY UPDATE FOR Lucky (Guest Dog)  
(Put Handler Name and Number on back of page)  
DATE: 5/15/14

THINGS MY DOG IS LEARNING: Sit, Down, Off, Come, Walking on the leash, Share, Both Paws Up, Sit, Lay Down, His Name (Lucy)

THINGS MY DOG LIKES TO DO: Smile, Play, Eat, Sleep, Be with his Trainers, Get Lots of Rubs and Attention. Get Rubs from Those He Knows, Relax.

THINGS MY DOG IS AFRAID OF: Thunderstorms, Being Apart from The Ones He Loves, Scaring Bottles, New Places, Loud Noise, People Walking Near Him.

THINGS MY DOG DOESN'T LIKE: Being Apart from His Trainers, Water Bottles.

DOG'S FAVORITE TOY(S)/GAMES: Playing w/Tennis Balls, Boxers, Frisbees, Running By His Little Animals, Playing w/Anyone.

DOG'S FAVORITE TREATS/REWARDS: Rawhide Bones, Milk Bones, Kibbles 'n Bits, Lots of Rubs & Attention, A Area Where He Feels Safe and Loving Attention.

THINGS I'M WORKING ON TEACHING MY DOG: Eye Contact (Before lease/treat/walking).

AMOUNT OF FOOD FED EACH MEAL: 2 cups. WHAT TIMES? 5:30 am, 4:30 pm.

ANY CONCERNS OR ACCOMPLISHMENTS? Lucky is learning well. He is been very rainy and we are looking forward to Sunny Days. He knows lots of Commands, but when we have Rainy Days (weather) Lucky does very well.

ANYTHING YOU FEEL THE RESCUE GROUP WOULD LIKE TO KNOW OR SHOULD KNOW ABOUT YOUR DOG? He's the best, most lucky dog!

Lucky is very good on the leash! He walks well and loves Attention.
THINGS MY DOG IS LEARNING: learning to walk better on leash, urinate on command

THINGS MY DOG LIKES TO DO: run, sleep, play with other dog

THINGS MY DOG IS AFRAID OF: The Big dog, Larry

THINGS MY DOG DOESN'T LIKE: Likes everything

DOG'S FAVORITE TOY(S)/GAMES: Being chased by other dogs

DOG'S FAVORITE TREATS/REWARDS: Any food, belly rub, hug.

THINGS I'M WORKING ON TEACHING MY DOG: To do every command the first time I tell him, not the second or third time / to jump up in air on command

AMOUNT OF FOOD FED EACH MEAL: 3 cups WHAT TIMES? 6:45 am / 4:45 pm

ANY CONCERNS OR ACCOMPLISHMENTS? When his name is called comes faster and more frequent

ANYTHING YOU FEEL THE RESCUE GROUP WOULD LIKE TO KNOW OR SHOULD KNOW ABOUT YOUR DOG: Just a very happy, sweet, lovable dog. A joy to be around. A special dog.

I think he would be good for visiting children hospitals or places like that.
WEEKLY UPDATE FOR Oliver-Freddy (guest) DATE: 5-15-14

THINGS MY DOG IS LEARNING: Sit, come, stay, down, off
walking on a leash

THINGS MY DOG LIKES TO DO: Run, play - Oliver
Looking in chipmunk holes, barking - Freddy

THINGS MY DOG IS AFRAID OF: Oliver - nothing
Freddy - loud noises

THINGS MY DOG DOESN'T LIKE: nothing for both. That I know of

DOG'S FAVORITE TOY(S)/GAMES: Oliver - Tag Toys
Freddy - chasing squirrel, chipmunks

DOG'S FAVORITE TREATS/REWARDS: Oliver - Bacon Flavored
Raw Hides

THINGS I'M WORKING ON TEACHING MY DOG: Everything I can
It's hard to keep his attention unless he's alone

AMOUNT OF FOOD FED EACH MEAL: 2 cups WHAT TIMES: 6:30AM 5:00PM

ANY CONCERNS OR ACCOMPLISHMENTS? The way he plays with other dogs he's a little rough

ANYTHING YOU FEEL THE RESCUE GROUP WOULD LIKE TO KNOW OR SHOULD KNOW ABOUT YOUR DOG: He will make someone a great companion
THINGS MY DOG IS LEARNING: Luther has been working on the same cues, "Sit," "Paw," "Other Paw," "Down," "Up," "Stay," "Wait," "Easy," "Drop it," and "Leave it." It has been a different week due to the dog switch for a couple days. Larry knows "Sit," "Down," and "Up."

THINGS MY DOG LIKES TO DO: Luther loves to play outside and play in the water. Larry was playful outside and he likes to play by myself with Kong late at night.

THINGS MY DOG IS AFRAID OF: Luther and Larry are both afraid of the unit hallway. Luther, crowds of people and other dogs.

THINGS MY DOG DOESN'T LIKE: Luther does not like anything he is afraid of. Larry doesn't like people he doesn't know coming up to call.

DOG'S FAVORITE TOY(S)/GAMES: Luther plays fetch, keep away, and tug a war with other dogs. Larry likes to play with Kong and tug.

DOG'S FAVORITE TREATS/REWARDS: Larry and Luther like chicken, hot dogs, meat treats, rawhide bones, and just being petted, love.

THINGS I'M WORKING ON TEACHING MY DOG: With Luther we're working on "Stay," "Touch," "Find it," and "Roll over." I am not sure about Larry except their working on walking in the Unit.

AMOUNT OF FOOD FED EACH MEAL: 2 cups WHAT TIMES? 6:30 am, 4:30 pm.

ANY CONCERNS OR ACCOMPLISHMENTS? Luther is very smart. He woke me up at 3:30 am, stood up on the door, then went up and touched his leash to tell me he had to go outside to the bathroom.

ANYTHING YOU FEEL THE RESCUE GROUP WOULD LIKE TO KNOW OR SHOULD KNOW ABOUT YOUR DOG: Nothing new this week.
WEEKLY UPDATE FOR Ziggy/Dog ASHER  DATE: 4-15-14

THINGS MY DOG IS LEARNING: Ziggy is learning "stay" and "come." Asher is learning not to jump off the couch as a greeting.

THINGS MY DOG LIKES TO DO: Ziggy likes to run and play. Asher also likes to run and play.

THINGS MY DOG IS AFRAID OF: Zig is afraid of sudden loud noises. I am not quite sure what Ash is afraid of.

THINGS MY DOG DOESN'T LIKE: Zig and Asher don't like to sit still.

DOG'S FAVORITE TOY(S)/GAMES: Zig likes rawhide and tennis balls. Asher also likes rawhide.

DOG'S FAVORITE TREATS/REWARDS: Zig and Asher love to be petted on nose and forehead.

THINGS I'M WORKING ON TEACHING MY DOG: I am working with Zig on not chewing on leash. Asher on not jumping on you.

AMOUNT OF FOOD FED EACH MEAL: Zig 3 cups Ash 2 cups WHAT TIMES? 7:30-, 5:30-

ANY CONCERNS OR ACCOMPLISHMENTS? Zig is getting good at leave it. Asher is good at Double Sit/Ack.

ANYTHING YOU FEEL THE RESCUE GROUP WOULD LIKE TO KNOW OR SHOULD KNOW ABOUT YOUR DOG: Ziggy and Asher are very playful and lovable dogs.
THINGS MY DOG IS LEARNING: Larry is learning to generalize commands such as paw or shake, sitting, and laying down. Luther is learning to become more trusting and confident around people other than his handlers.

THINGS MY DOG LIKES TO DO: Larry likes are basically the same. He likes to play tug with Luther and chase. Luther likes to tug with Barry and he likes to run and play with the other puppies.

THINGS MY DOG IS AFRAID OF: Larry is still afraid of loud noises. Luther is still pretty fearful of other people. However, he is getting better.

THINGS MY DOG DOESN'T LIKE: Larry doesn't like hanging out in the unit hallways. Luther doesn't like the hallways either.

DOG'S FAVORITE TOY(S)/GAMES: Larry's favorite toy is the squeaker and game is tug. From what I see, the same can be said of Luther.

DOG'S FAVORITE TREATS/REWARDS: Larry's favorite treat is hotdogs and reward is being loved. Luther's is also hotdogs and his reward is being praised.

THINGS I'M WORKING ON TEACHING MY DOG: I'm working on complete LLN with Larry in all situations. Same thing goes for Luther. I'm also teaching Larry a few tricks; Luther has a few in his bag.

AMOUNT OF FOOD FED EACH MEAL: 2 CUPS WHAT TIMES: 6:00 & 5:00

ANY CONCERNS OR ACCOMPLISHMENTS? I'm still concerned about the territorial behavior although it has subsided a lot within the last week. Luther's fearfulness and lack of trust in people is my biggest concern.

ANYTHING YOU FEEL THE RESCUE GROUP WOULD LIKE TO KNOW OR SHOULD KNOW ABOUT YOUR DOG: Larry & Luther are still very skiddish, we're working hard to build their trust and confidence in people.
THINGS MY DOG IS LEARNING: Asher learning to chase his tail. To stay off people. Oliver learned to walk a little easier.

THINGS MY DOG LIKES TO DO: Asher likes to run, play and get lots of attention. Oliver likes to play and run and loves to be petted.

THINGS MY DOG IS AFRAID OF: Asher afraid of the door to the old hole. Oliver don't know.

THINGS MY DOG DOESN'T LIKE: Asher don't like buzzing noises. Oliver neither.

DOG'S FAVORITE TOY(S)/GAMES: Asher likes to tug and play with other fun toys. Oliver also.

DOG'S FAVORITE TREATS/REWARDS: Meaties and Rubb downs. Oliver likes all treats and Rubb downs.

THINGS I'M WORKING ON TEACHING MY DOG: Roll over, catch, and bring back. Oliver tried to get him to roll over.

AMOUNT OF FOOD FED EACH MEAL: 2 cups. WHAT TIMES? 6:30 AM and 5:30 PM.

ANY CONCERNS OR ACCOMPLISHMENTS? He Asher know chase his tail now and stand. Oliver don't know much.

ANYTHING YOU FEEL THE RESCUE GROUP WOULD LIKE TO KNOW OR SHOULD KNOW ABOUT YOUR DOG? He Asher News a lot and jumps.
WEEKLY UPDATE FOR MIKEY
DATE: 5/15/14

THINGS MY DOG IS LEARNING: I'm still in the process of teaching Mikey not to greet people by jumping up on them and I'm still teaching him how to walk on a leash without pulling.

THINGS MY DOG LIKES TO DO: When outside he loves to run around cause he's so full of energy and he loves to get his ears and belly rubbed.

THINGS MY DOG IS AFRAID OF: He's afraid of the water bottle and when he back at staff or sometimes the other dogs I'll show it to him.

THINGS MY DOG DOESN'T LIKE: I realized he don't like the stairs inside the unit here and he won't go anywhere near them.

DOG'S FAVORITE TOY(S)/GAMES: He loves tug-of-war and he loves any toy that squeaks or have a sound to it.

DOG'S FAVORITE TREATS/REWARDS: He loves the raw hides, milk bones and beef jerky.

THINGS I'M WORKING ON TEACHING MY DOG: How to walk on a leash without pulling and how to greet without jumping up on people.

AMOUNT OF FOOD FED EACH MEAL: 2 cups
WHAT TIMES: 6:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

ANY CONCERNS OR ACCOMPLISHMENTS: Just tryna figure out a new method to accomplish what I've been workin on for the past week or so.

ANYTHING YOU FEEL THE RESCUE GROUP WOULD LIKE TO KNOW OR SHOULD KNOW ABOUT YOUR DOG: Once a person gains his trust and confidence, he gets so attached wanna go everywhere you go and he listens to what you say.
THINGS MY DOG IS LEARNING: to socialize with other people and acknowledge the other dogs. Ziggy really got all his commands down pat. Ziggy need to learn close-lease walking other than that Ziggy is well trained.

THINGS MY DOG LIKES TO DO: the only thing lucky likes is to sleep and sometimes go for walks. Ziggy loves to play alot with the other dogs.

THINGS MY DOG IS AFRAID OF: lucky doesn't like thunder and lightning or loud noises are people standing over him.

THINGS MY DOG DOESN'T LIKE: usually lucky doesn't like to play with the other animals. lucky doesn't like the sound of guns firing. I cannot tell you about ziggy likes and dislikes.

DOG'S FAVORITE TOY(S)/GAMES: ziggy loves the Kong. ziggy likes the other dogs to chase him with his toy.

DOG'S FAVORITE TREATS/REWARDS: usually lucky won't eat treats. I can tell you what treats ziggy?

THINGS I'M WORKING ON TEACHING MY DOG: Acknowledgement when his name is Call & Commands.

AMOUNT OF FOOD FED EACH MEAL 1 1/2 Cups WHAT TIMES? 6:AM - 6:PM

ANY CONCERNS OR ACCOMPLISHMENTS? I'm concerned about his skiddish and sleeping all the time. Lucky accomplishments I say less come a long ways since his rescue.

ANYTHING YOU FEEL THE RESCUE GROUP WOULD LIKE TO KNOW OR SHOULD KNOW ABOUT YOUR DOG: lucky is a one person dog he has lots of love for the right person.
WEEKLY UPDATE FOR Luther / Larry  DATE: 5/15/14
(Put Handler Name and Number on back of page)

THINGS MY DOG IS LEARNING: Luther: To get along with other people he doesn't know. Working on *Stay and Touch*,” “Find it.”
Larry: To get along with people he doesn’t know.

THINGS MY DOG LIKES TO DO: Luther: To chew on a Rawhide, to play outside.

Larry: to stand on his hind legs

THINGS MY DOG IS AFRAID OF: Luther: Aggressive people, loud noises
Larry: Intruders, loud noises

THINGS MY DOG DOESN'T LIKE: Luther: Loud noises, a lot of people in one area.
Larry: a lot of activity in his facinity.

DOG’S FAVORITE TOY(S)/GAMES: Luther: A Rawhide, to tug with other dogs - Tag of War.
Larry: To play with Luther.

DOG’S FAVORITE TREATS/REWARDS: Luther: Expensive Treats, Outside time.
Larry: Chest rubs.

THINGS I’M WORKING ON TEACHING MY DOG: Luther: *Stay, Touch, Find it, Down.*
Larry: To be friendly with all.

AMOUNT OF FOOD FED EACH MEAL 2 cups WHAT TIMES? 4:30 pm, 6:30 am.

ANY CONCERNS OR ACCOMPLISHMENTS? Luther: He’s getting better around others since the switch.
Larry: He now knows who I am and likes me.

ANYTHING YOU FEEL THE RESCUE GROUP WOULD LIKE TO KNOW OR SHOULD KNOW ABOUT YOUR DOG: Luther: Uncomfortable with change, but adapts well.
Larry: Is protective of his area.
WEEKLY UPDATE FOR NixY

DATE: 5-15-14

(Put Handler Name and Number on back of page)

THINGS MY DOG IS LEARNING: loose leash walking, eye contact, hand cues.

Lucky: sit, stay, come down, i his name

THINGS MY DOG LIKES TO DO: Play with his toys, run with his little mates

Lucky: visit with the workers. Get jobs from people he knows

THINGS MY DOG IS AFRAID OF: Loud sudden noises, thunder & lightning

Lucky: New places, loud noises, people walking up to him

THINGS MY DOG DOESN’T LIKE: Spray bottles, trash bags

Lucky: New Places

DOG’S FAVORITE TOY(S)/GAMES: Playing with basketballs, tennis balls, toys - rawhide bones lucky

DOG’S FAVORITE TREATS/REWARDS: Doggy treats, affection, funny toys

Lucky: Some place he feels safe

THINGS I'M WORKING ON TEACHING MY DOG: eye contact for longer periods

Lose leash walking, come

Lucky: sit, stay

AMOUNT OF FOOD FED EACH MEAL: 2 cups WHAT TIMES? 5:30am-4:30pm

ANY CONCERNS OR ACCOMPLISHMENTS? Nixy is really learning. His focus has gotten a lot better.

ANYTHING YOU FEEL THE RESCUE GROUP WOULD LIKE TO KNOW OR SHOULD KNOW ABOUT YOUR DOG: Nixy is a gentle loving dog. Very smart and playful.

Lucky is a great on a leash walking dog.
WEEKLY UPDATE FOR OLIVER (GUEST DOG) DATE: 5-15-14
(Put Handler Name and Number on back of page)

THINGS MY DOG IS LEARNING: Walking on loose leash, sit & stay, Freddy walks on leash, sits & stays

THINGS MY DOG LIKES TO DO: Run & Play, tug of war, play with toys (Freddy loves to run and chase chipmunks & squirrels)

THINGS MY DOG IS AFRAID OF: Not much I can think of (haven't had Freddy long enough to know)

THINGS MY DOG DOESN'T LIKE: Coming when he is excited, playing with other dogs (Freddy doesn't like when dogs fight)

DOG'S FAVORITE TOY(S)/GAMES: Tug & war, frisbee (Freddy likes to do tricks for treats)

DOG'S FAVORITE TREATS/REWARDS: Milk bones, rawhide, any treats (Freddy isn't picky, eats any treat)

THINGS I'M WORKING ON TEACHING MY DOG: All of the above (played with Freddy, walked him, fed him treats for sitting & stay)

AMOUNT OF FOOD FED EACH MEAL: 2 scoops twice a day WHAT TIMES? 6:00 Am 5:00 pm

ANY CONCERNS OR ACCOMPLISHMENTS? He is pulling on leash, hard to walk him when he's excited, need to use leash better

ANYTHING YOU FEEL THE RESCUE GROUP WOULD LIKE TO KNOW OR SHOULD KNOW ABOUT YOUR DOG: People go up unexpectedly (Freddy, calm with me, long in the know, seems calm)

+ People, puts him on leash or people when they walk up unexpectedly
THINGS MY DOG IS LEARNING: Larry: To be a little better in the unit, sit, off, lay down, give a paw. Luther was to nervous with me. I did get him to eat from my hand.

THINGS MY DOG LIKES TO DO: Larry: loves to be loved on and he likes to run and play with me and the other dogs. Same for Luther.

THINGS MY DOG IS AFRAID OF: loud noises, Some Strangers and the unit. Same for Luther.

THINGS MY DOG DOESN'T LIKE: People walking up to the cell, the unit, loud noises. Same for Luther.

DOG'S FAVORITE TOY(S)/GAMES: Squeaky toys that he can bat around with his paw.

DOG'S FAVORITE TREATS/REWARDS: Hotdogs, Cheese puffs

Luther seems to like them all

THINGS I'M WORKING ON TEACHING MY DOG: Still working on proper leash walking. Larry is getting way better and working on getting him to stay

AMOUNT OF FOOD FED EACH MEAL: 2 cups WHAT TIMES?

ANY CONCERNS OR ACCOMPLISHMENTS? Larry is finally starting to open up and play a lot more and is getting more comfortable with the other handlers.

ANYTHING YOU FEEL THE RESCUE GROUP WOULD LIKE TO KNOW OR SHOULD KNOW ABOUT YOUR DOG: Larry is still very skittish around strangers and does not like loud noises.
WEEKLY UPDATE FOR FREDDIE, MIKEY  DATE: 5/15/14

(Place Handler Name and Number on back of page)

THINGS MY DOG IS LEARNING: How to eliminate while on leash, he is doing it more, and starting to come when called. Mikey on the other hand didn't have enough time but I was showing him about a short leash, he's very active and jumpy.

THINGS MY DOG LIKES TO DO: He likes to bark, don't really know why he barks about everything, but likes it. Also chase chipmunks. Mikey likes to play and play hard, and likes to be rubbed.

THINGS MY DOG IS AFRAID OF: Water bottles, doesn't like those I show him one when he barks uncontrollably and he stops. Mikey loud noise, like a bang!

THINGS MY DOG DOESN'T LIKE: Freddies doesn't like people grabbing at his feet, Mikey doesn't like being held back, wants to run free.

DOG'S FAVORITE TOY(S)/GAMES: FREDDIE FAVORITE GAME IS SEEK AND FIND CHIPMUNKS, MIKEY LIKES TO WRESTLE WITH OTHER DOGS.

DOG'S FAVORITE TREATS/REWARDS: FREDDIE LIKES THEM ALL, HE HASN'T TURND DOWN MY TREAT SELECTION YET. SO DOES MIKEY WILL EAT UNTIL YOU STOP.

THINGS I'M WORKING ON TEACHING MY DOG: With Freddies more eye contact, he needs to know exactly how serious a command is when asked. Mikey I was teaching him to stay on all fours, not to jump on people. Short leash.

AMOUNT OF FOOD FED EACH MEAL: 2 cups 8 ounces - WHAT TIMES? SAM AND 4:30 PM (MIKEY I FEED ONCE 2 CUPS - 8 OUNCES)

ANY CONCERNS OR ACCOMPLISHMENTS?

FREDDIE is accomplishing a lot, he's very smart, have to stay consistent with him. Mikey my concern is his aggressive play, jumpy, and mouthy.

ANYTHING YOU FEEL THE RESCUE GROUP WOULD LIKE TO KNOW OR SHOULD KNOW ABOUT YOUR DOG: Well with Freddies is the great outdoors love it.

Mikey plays hard but is a softie on the inside, lovable pettable puppy.